
Visit bosch-home.ca/en
for details

Enrich your kitchen with
German engineered style.
Now more than ever, your time revolves around your kitchen. 
Take advantage of our Instant Rebate Program, with kitchen 
appliances that perform as beautifully as they look.

Here’s to your kitchen - the heart of your home.

on qualifying Bosch
Appliance Packages

$2100*

*Up to $1600 on select Bosch appliances 
plus up to $500† bonus instant rebate 
on qualifying kitchen packages (some 
products are excluded). See dealer for 

full terms & conditions or visit 
bosch-home.ca/en. 

Offer valid on purchases made between March 10th, 2022 - June 2nd, 2022.
*Rebate amount will vary depending on the amount of qualifying Bosch Appliance products purchased up to a maximum of $2100. Ascenta/100 series dishwashers  are excluded from this promotional offer.
† Laundry products, warming and storage drawers do not qualify for bonus rebate. Rebates not applicable on floor models, discontinued and open box/B-Grade products. Kitchen packages must contain at least 3 qualifying kitchen appliances and must contain one 
model from each category (cooking, cooling, cleaning). Appliances must be purchased together. Offer is not valid in conjunction with any other Bosch offer. Valid at participating authorized dealers only. Builder and Direct Buy sales do not qualify for rebates. Retailers 
may choose to participate in their own rebate programs which may be limited to specific models and rebate amounts. Price shown may include applicable rebates. Not all models available at all retailers. Dealers may sell for less. Offer valid for Canadian residents only. 
Up to $500 in added rebates on Kitchen Packages available in-store only. See in-store for full terms and conditions. Home Connect available on select models only.
E&OE. © 2022 BSH Home Appliances Ltd. All rights reserved.

REFRIGERATORS

B36CL80SNS $400

B36CT80SNB $400

B36CT80SNS $400

B36CL80ENS $400

B36CL81ENG $400

B36CD50SNS $300

B36CD50SNB $300

B20CS30SNS $300

B11CB50SSS $250

B11CB81SSS $250

B09IB91NSP $300

B10CB81NVB $250

B10CB81NVW $250

B36BT935NS $1200

B36IT905NP $1200

B30BB935SS $700

B30IB905SP $700

B18IF905SP $400

B30IR905SP $400

B36CT81ENS $400

B36FD50SNS $300

B36FD50SNB $300

COFFEE MACHINE

BCM8450UC $200

STEAM OVENS

HSLP751UC $400

HSLP451UC  $450

WALL OVENS

HBE5452UC $150

HBL5351UC $150

HBL5451UC $150

HBL5344UC $150

HBL8453UC $50

HBL8443UC $50

HBL8454UC $100

HBL8444LUC $100

HBL8444RUC $100

HBLP451LUC $500

HBLP451RUC $500

HBLP451UC $250

HBLP454UC $100

HBL5551UC $150

HBL5651UC $200

HBL8651UC $250

HBL8642UC $250

HBLP651LUC $750

HBLP651RUC $750

HBLP651UC $450

HBL8753UC $250

HBL8743UC $250

HBL87M53UC $150

HBLP752UC $500

HBE5453UC $150

SLIDE-IN RANGES

HGI8056UC $100

HGIP056UC $250

HGI8046UC $100

HDI8056C $250

HDIP056C $200

HEI8056C $200

HEIP056C $450

HEI8046C $200

HII8047C $550

HII8057C $550

HIIP057C $550

INDUSTRIAL RANGES

HGS8055UC $100

HGS8045UC $100

HGS8655UC $200

HGS8645UC $200

HDS8055C $100

HDS8045C $100

HDS8655C $200

HDS8645C $200

MICROWAVES

HMB57152UC $50

HMB50152UC $50

SPEED OVENS

HMC87152UC $100

HMC80152UC $100

HMC80252UC $50

HMC80242UC $50

HMCP0252UC $50

HMC54151UC $50

DRAWER MICROWAVES

HMD8451UC $50

HMD8053UC $50

OVER-THE-RANGE
MICROWAVES

HMV8044C $50

WARMING DRAWERS

HWD5051UC $150

HWD5751UC  $150

ELECTRIC COOKTOPS

NEM5466UC $50

NET5466SC $100

NET5469SC $100

NET8068SUC $100

NET8068UC $100

NETP068SUC $150

NEM5066UC $50

NET8069SUC $100

NET8069UC $100

NETP069SUC $150

NEM5666UC $100

NET8668SUC  $150

NET8668UC $150

NETP668SUC  $150

NET8669SUC $150

NET8669UC $150

NETP669SUC $150

GAS COOKTOPS

NGM5456UC $50

NGM5458UC $100

NGM5058UC $50

NGM8058UC $50

NGM8048UC $50

NGMP058UC $200

NGMP077UC $150

NGM5658UC $50

NGM8658UC $50

NGM8648UC $50

NGMP658UC $200

NGMP677UC $150

RGM8058UC $100

RGM8658UC $200

INDUCTION COOKTOPS

NIT5460UC $50

NIT5469UC $50

NIT5060UC $100

NIT5068UC $100

NIT8069SUC $150

NIT8069UC $150

NITP069SUC $450

NITP069UC $450

NIT8060SUC $150

NIT8060UC $150

NITP060SUC $450

NITP060UC $450

NIT5660UC $200

NIT5667UC   $200

NIT5668UC  $200

NIT8669SUC   $150

NIT8669UC    $150

NITP669SUC   $450

NITP669UC   $450

NIT8660SUC $150

NIT8660UC $150

NITP660SUC $450

NITP660UC $450

VENTILATION/HOODS

HUI50351UC $50

HUI56551UC $50

DPH30652UC $50

DPH36652UC $50

HCP80641UC $50

HCB50651UC $50

HCB56651UC $50

HCG56651UC $50

HIB82651UC $50

HCP50652UC $50

HCP56652UC $50

HCP86641UC $50

HCP34E52UC $50

HCP30E52UC $50

HCP36E52UC $50

HUI54452UC $50

HDD80051UC $50

HDD86051UC $50

COMPACT WASHERS

WAT28400UC $200

WAW285H1UC $200

WAW285H2UC $200

COMPACT DRYERS

WTG86403UC $200

WTW87NH1UC $200

WTG865H4UC $200

DISHWASHERS

SHSM63W52N $50

SHSM63W55N $50

SHS863WD5N $50

SHEM63W55N $50

SHE89PW75N $100

SHPM65W55N $100

SHPM65Z55N $100

SHPM65Z52N  $100

SHPM98W75N $100

SHPM88Z75N $100

SHXM63W55N $50

SHXM88Z75N $100

SHX89PW75N $100

SHVM63W53N $50

SHV89PW73N $100

SHEM78ZH5N $100

SHPM78Z55N $100

SHXM78Z55N $100

SHPM78Z54N $100

SHVM78Z53N $100

SHSM53B52N $50

SHSM53B55N $50

SPE53B55UC $50

SPE53B52UC $50

SPE53B56UC $50

SPE68B55UC $100

SPX68B55UC $100

SPV68B53UC $100

SGE53B55UC $50

SGE53B52UC $50

SGE53B56UC $50

SGE78B55UC $100

SGX78B55UC $100

SGV78B53UC $100

Qualifying Model List


